In this paper, a general framework of constructing the optimal frequency-hopping sequence (FHS) sets is presented based on the designated direct product. Under this framework, we obtain infinitely many new optimal FHS sets by combining some one-coincide (OC) sequence sets that are newly constructed in this paper with some known optimal FHS sets. Our constructions are also based on extension method. However, our constructions give new and flexible parameters due to the free choice of OC sequence set. As a result, our constructions allow a great flexibility of choosing parameters of FHS sets for a given frequency-hopping spread spectrum system.
The degree of the mutual interference is clearly related to the Hamming correlation properties of the frequency hopping sequences [11] , [21] . In order to improve their performance, it is desirable to employ frequency hopping sequences (FHSs) having low Hamming correlation to reduce the multipleaccess interference (also called hits) of frequencies [17] . Thus, the design of an FHS set with good property is an important problem.
The main purpose of FHS design is to find an FHS or an FHS set which is optimal under a given condition. In general, the optimality of an FHS set is measured by the Peng-Fan bound [18] , whereas that of a single FHS is by the Lempel-Greenberger bound [17] . There are several algebraic or combinatorial constructions for optimal FHSs or FHS sets in the literature [2] , [3] , [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , [12] , [13] , [15] , [16] , [22] , [24] , [26] , [28] [29] [30] . Moreover, some extension methods have been proposed [1] , [4] , [5] , [25] , [27] , which generate several new families of optimal FHSs. By applying some known FHS sets, the existing extension constructions have produced new FHS sets with some desirable parameters. Chung et al. [4] and Xu et al. [25] give the extension construction with the constraint that the extension factor is co-prime with the length of original FHS sets. Bao and Ji [1] obtain the recursive construction based on combinatorial method which remove the co-prime constraint requiring in [4] , [25] .
In this paper, we present a general framework of constructing optimal FHS sets based on the designated direct product. Under the framework, we obtain infinitely many new optimal FHS sets which increase the length and alphabet size of the original FHS set by using one-coincide(OC) sequence set with flexible parameters, but preserve its maximum Hamming correlation and family size, as summarized in Table I . New constructions not only include the existing extension constructions in [1] , [4] , [25] as special cases, but also give new and flexible parameters due to the free choice of OC sequence set. As a result, we have a great flexibility of choosing parameters of FHS sets for a given frequency-hopping spread spectrum system.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we give some preliminaries to FHSs. In Section III, we present a general framework to construct FHS sets based on the designated direct product. In Section IV, we obtain the new construction of optimal FHS sets with length s N. In Section V, we give a construction of optimal FHS sets with new parameter of length d N. In Section VI, we generate new OC sequence sets based on the framework of extension construction and use them to obtain new FHS sets. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VII. 
II. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper, the following notations will be used: x y : the least nonnegative residue of x modulo y for an integer x and a positive integer y; Z n : the ring of integers modulo n for a positive integer n > 1; ord(g) : the multiplicative order of g ∈ Z * n ; z : the smallest integer greater than or equal to z; d H (A) : the Hamming distance of code A; (N, v, λ) : an FHS of length N over a frequency slot set of size v, with the maximum Hamming autocorrelation λ;
(N, v, λ; M) : an FHS set of M sequences of length N over a frequency slot set of size v, with the maximum Hamming correlation λ;
(n, l; m) : an OC sequence set of m sequences of length n over a frequency slot set of size l, with the maximum Hamming autocorrelation equals to 0 and the maximum Hamming corsscorrelation equals to 1.
Let
. . , f v } be a frequency slot set with size |F | = v, and X be a set of M FHSs of length N. For any two FHSs x i = (x i (0), x i (1), . . . , x i (N − 1)), and
the Hamming correlation function H x i x j (τ ) of sequences x i and x j at time delay τ is defined as follows: For any given FHS set X , the maximum Hamming autocorrelation H a (X ), the maximum Hamming crosscorrelation H c (X ) and the maximum Hamming correlation H m (X ) are defined as follows, respectively:
In 2004, Peng and Fan [18] established the following bound of an FHS set. Lemma 1 (Peng-Fan bound) . Let X be an FHS set of M sequences and length N over a given frequency slot set F of size v, we have
An (N, v, λ; M) FHS set X is called optimal if the Peng-Fan bound in Lemma 1 is met with equality. An (N, v, λ) FHS x is called optimal if the Lempel-Greenberger bound is met with equality.
The one-coincidence(OC) sequence set is a special FHS set which was proposed firstly by Shaar and Davies [20] in 1984.
Definition 1. A one-coincidence sequence set is a set of nonrepeating sequences, for which the peak of the Hamming crosscorrelation function equals one for any pair of sequences belonging to the set.
Equivalently speaking, an OC sequence set is an FHS set with the maximum Hamming autocorrelation equals to 0 and maximum Hamming crosscorrelation equals to 1.
Then, the maximum appearance number of any frequency slot f k ∈ F in FHS set X , denoted by m(X ), can be written as
In practical applications, the required length and alphabet size of an FHS or an FHS set are variable according to the specification of a given system or environment. Thus, it is very important to select optimal FHSs or FHS sets with flexible parameters under the given condition. In the following section, a framework based on the designated direct product will be given, which can be used to construct optimal FHS sets with new parameters.
III. A GENERAL FRAMEWORK BASED ON DESIGNATED DIRECT PRODUCT
In this section, we give a framework of extension construction of FHS set based on the designated direct product by
combining a family of sequences with some known optimal FHS sets.
Then, an n× N matrix is formed by combining the sequence e ω i with the FHS x i as follows:
By reading the elements in u i row by row, we get an extended FHS u i = (u i (0), u i (1), . . . , u i (n N − 1)) of period n N. Thus, we can obtain the extended FHS set U = {u i :
where the length n of sequence e ω i is called the extension factor. For short, we write the extended FHS u i as
where E is the extension operator. Another extended FHS u j can be generated by combining e ω j with x j as follows:
Consider its cyclical shift version L
By the matrix representation, L (τ ) (u j ) could be written as matrice (4) , as shown at the top of this page.
Obviously, L (τ ) (u j ) is just another extended FHS. Namely, we have
Then, the Hamming correlation function between the extended FHSs u i and u j at shift τ becomes the following from matrices (3) and (4), i.e.,
Lemma 3. With the above notation, the Hamming correlation between u i and u j at shift τ is
we divide the problem into three cases.
Case i ). i = j , and τ 2 = 0. If τ 1 = 0, then
This is a trivial case. If τ 1 = 0, then
Case ii). i = j , and τ 2 = 0. In this case, the Hamming autocorrelation of u i is
According to the definition of h(a, b), we know that
Thus, we can express the maximum Hamming autocorrelation of U in this case by using the maximum Hamming crosscorrelation H c (E) of sequence set E and the maximum Hamming autocorrelation H a (X ) of sequence set X as 
By summarizing the results of Case i ), ii) and iii), we have
Corollary 1. If E is an OC sequence set, the nontrivial Hamming correlation between u i and u j is
The above corollary can be obtain from Lemma 3 easily, we omit the proof here. It can be seen from Corollary 1 that, FHS set U is with the same maximum Hamming autocorrelation and maximum Hamming crosscorrelation with FHS set X .
Under this framework, new constructions of FHS set will be presented in the following sections. It is expected that there exist infinitely many new optimal FHS sets by using the OC sequence set E and the existing optimal FHS set X with different parameters.
IV. OPTIMAL FHS SETS OF LENGTH s N
In this section, we present optimal FHS set with new parameters under the framework in Section 3. Our procedure of the extension construction is described as follows.
Construction 1. Construction of optimal FHS sets of length s N.
Step 1: Select an optimal (N, v, λ; M) FHS set
The maximum appearance number of frequency slot in X is m(X ).
Step 2:
Step 3:
the set k is defined as Lemma 2.
Step 4: We can construct the desired FHS set
Proof: It is easily checked that the set E 1 in Construciton 1 is with m sequences of length s = min
Then it is sufficient to show the family size m and the Hamming correlation of E 1 . Our proof is divided into two steps: 1) Claim that the set E 1 is with Hamming autocorrelation 0 and Hamming crosscorrelation 1. It is easily checked that Hamming autocorrelation of sequence in E 1 equals to 0, because of any sequence in E 1 is nonreapting sequence. Then, we will claim the Hamming crosscorrelation of any two sequences in E 1 is at least 1.
Assume A be a code with |A| = m ≥ m(X ),
Consider any two sequences in set S 1
which means (r τ − 1) = (a 1 , · · · , a w , 0, · · · , 0), w ≥ d, a i = 0.
Thus, we can obtain a i r k i = c i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ w when 1 ≤ τ ≤ s − 1.
Suppose k satisfy that r k + v 1 = r k +τ + v 2 . So, we have a i r k i = c i , which is r k i = r k i for 1 ≤ i ≤ w. Thus, we have
So, we have s = min
Thus, we have k = k . Therefore, only 1 collision for any two sequence in E 1 .
2) Next we will claim the existence of such code A with
with m codewords of length r , and the Hamming distance between any two codeword at least d. From Construction 1, we know that whenever there exist a (r, m, d)−code A ⊆ F, then there exists (s, l; m) OC sequence set.
This is the well-known result in coding theory, we omit the proof here.
Thus, there exist v ∈ Z r q t satisfy that
Finally, there exists (s, l; m) OC sequence set E 1 . Proof: It is easily checked that the extended FHS set S 1 in Construciton 1 is a set with M sequences of length s N over Z l × F . From Lemma 3, the Hamming correlation of FHS set S 1 is based on the correlation of set E 1 . Thus, we can obtain that H m (S 1 ) = H m (X ) = λ.
Let r = d, then we have the following corollaries.
The result in Corollary 3 have been got by Chung et al. [4] and Xu et al. [25] with the constraint gcd((q 1 − 1), N) = 1. In addition, Bao and Ji [1] also obtained the FHS set with same parameters by combinational method and removed the co-prime constraint requiring.
Remark 1.
It should be noted that the proposed construction produces many new FHS sets and removed the co-prime constraint requiring. The proposed construction can be viewed as a unification and generation of the constructions in [1] , [4] , [25] . With our generation, we can explain the combination construction [1] without any knowledge on the theory of combination design.
Theorem 2. The FHS set S 1 constructed by Construction 1 is an optimal (s N, lv, λ; M) FHS set over
Proof: Since the optimal FHS set X satisfies Peng-Fan bound [18] , we have λ = (N M−v)
Then, we verify the optimality of the extended FHS set S 1 . According to the Peng-Fan bound [18] , the FHS set S with length s N, the family size M and the frequency slot set size lv, the optimal maximum Hamming correlation H m of S 1 is
Thus, we have the FHS set S in Construction 2 is optimal if 
V. OPTIMAL FHS SETS OF LENGTH d N
In this section, by applying the known optimal FHS set to the framework in Section 3, we obtain optimal FHS set with new parameters. Our procedure of the extension construction is described as follows.
Construction 2. Construction of optimal FHS sets of length d N.
The maximum number of appearance of frequency slot in X is m(X ).
Step 2: Let q = p a for a prime p and a positive integer a. Let g be a primitive element of ∈ Z * p , so g = g or g = g + p is the primitive element of Z * q , d = ord(g) = ( p − 1) p (a−1) . Generate a set
Step 3: (1) , x i (1)), · · · , (e ω i (N−1) , x i (N − 1))].
Proof: It is easily checked that the set E 2 in Construciton 2 is with p sequences of length d = ( p − 1) p (a−1) over Z q . In the following, we will claim that the set E 2 is with Hamming autocorrelation 0 and Hamming crosscorrelation 1.
For any 0 ≤ t ≤ d − 1, 0 ≤ j 1 , j 2 ≤ p − 1, the Hamming correlation H e j 1 e j 2 (t) between e j 1 and e j 2 is given by
In order to compute H e j 1 e j 2 (t), we divide the problem into two cases.
Case i ). j 1 = j 2 .
In this case, we can easily obtain that
Case ii). j 1 = j 2 .
Without loss of generality, we can assume 0 ≤ j 1 < j 2 ≤ p − 1, so we have 0 ≤ j 2 − j 1 ≤ p − 1.
Hence, we can obtain from equation (5) that
By summarizing the results of Case i ) and Case ii), we have the nontrivial Hamming correlation of E 2 is
The proof is completed.
Theorem 3. The FHS set S 2 constructed by Construction 2 is an optimal
N v . Proof: It is easily checked that the extended FHS set S in Construciton 2 is a set with M sequences of length d N over
From Lemma 3, the Hamming correlation of FHS set S is based on the correlation of set E. Thus, we can obtain that H m (S) = H m (X ) = λ. Since the optimal FHS set X satisfies Peng-Fan bound [18] , we have λ = (N M−v)
Then, we verify the optimality of the extended FHS set S. According to the Peng-Fan bound [18] , the FHS set S with length d N, the family size M and the frequency slot set size qv over Z q × F , the optimal maximum Hamming correlation H m of S is
Thus, we have the FHS set S in Construction 2 is optimal
Construction 2 in the case of M = 1 leads to the construction of a new single FHS. Based on Construction 2, it is possible to obtain new optimal FHSs with respect to the Lempel-Greenberger bound.
Corollary 5. Assume that there exists an optimal (N, v, λ) FHS x with respect to the Lempel-Greenberger bound. Then, there exists an optimal (d N, qv, λ) FHS with d = ( p − 1) p (a−1) , q = p a .
Example 1.
Step 1: We select an optimal (8, 3, 3; 3) FHS set X = {x 0 , x 1 , x 2 } over Z 3 , such that x 0 = {0, 2, 2, 1, 0, 1, 1, 2}, x 1 = {1, 0, 0, 2, 1, 2, 2, 0}, x 2 = {2, 1, 1, 0, 2, 0, 0, 1}.
So, we have m(X ) = 8.
Step 2: Select a = 2, and q = p 2 = 121, p = 11 > m(X ) = 8. Choose g = 2 is the primitive element of Z * p and Z * q . Generate a sequence set E 2 = {e j = (g 0 + j, g 1 + j, · · · , g d−1 + j ) : 0 ≤ j ≤ 10}, which can be written as Step 3: For any 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, 0 ≤ t 2 ≤ 7, a special expression of ω = {ω 0 , ω 1 , ω 2 } can be given by ω 0 = {0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 2, 2} , Step 4: Then we can construct the FHS set S 2 = {s 0 , s 1 , s 2 } by the Construction 2. 0), (1, 2), (2, 2), (1, 1), (2, 0), (2, 1), (3, 1), (3, 2) , (2, 0), (2, 2), (3, 2), (2, 1) , . . . , (93, 1), (93, 2), (61, 0), (61, 2), (62, 2), (61, 1), (62, 0), (62, 1), (63, 1), (63, 2)}, (4, 1), (3, 0) , (4, 0), (4, 2), (5, 1), (5, 2), (6, 2), (5, 0), (5, 1), (4, 0), (5, 0), (5, 2) , . . . , (96, 2), (95, 0), (64, 1), (63, 0), (64, 0), (64, 2), (65, 1), (65, 2), (66, 2), (65, 0)}, s 2 ={(7, 2), (6, 1), (7, 1), (6, 0), (8, 2), (7, 0), (8, 0), (8, 1), (8, 2), (7, 1), (8, 1), (7, 0) , . . . , (98, 0), (98, 1), (67, 2), 1), (67, 1), (66, 0), (68, 2) , (67, 0), (68, 0), (68, 1)}. The FHS s 0 over Z 121 × Z 3 can be obtained from the 110 × 8 array, that is ⎛
Then, the maximum Hamming correlation of S 2 can be seen in Figure 1 .
The maximum Hamming correlation in Example 1 is λ = 3. Thus, It can be verified that S 2 is an optimal (880, 363, 3; 3) FHS set. In this way, original FHS set X can be extended to many optimal FHS set with new parameters by using OC sequence set with different parameters.
VI. GENERAL EXTENSION CONSTRUCTION
OF FHS SETS The above two sections obtain algebraic constructions of OC sequence sets and use them to construct new FHS sets. In this section, we will apply the extension construction to obtain new OC sequence sets and then use them to generate new FHS sets.
A. New OC Sequence Sets Under the Proposed Extension Framework
From Corollary 1, we can generate new OC sequence set by using some known OC sequence sets. There are some OC sequence sets in literatures. Shaar and Davies [20] firstly obtain the OC sequence set with parameters ( p, p; p − 1) and (q − 1, q; q), where p be a prime, and q = p a be a power of prime p . Let us recall some known OC sequence set reinvent to our construction. Some known results can be unified under our framework.
(1) Wang and Huang [23] obtain the ( p(q − 1), pq; q) OC sequence set with q ≤ p − 1, gcd( p, q − 1) = 1. This construction can be easily extended to obtain ( p(q − 1), pq; min{q, p − 1}) OC sequence set. This construction which can be seen as the combination of ( p, p; p − 1) OC set with (q − 1, q; q) OC set implicitly employed our framework. Moreover, the co-prime constraint requiring in [23] can be removed under our framework.
(2) Ren et al. [19] obtain the (qp, qp; p − 1) OC sequence set with p ≤ p , gcd( p, p ) = 1. This construction can be easily extended to obtain (qp, qp; mi n{ p, p }) OC sequence set. This construction which can be seen as the combination of ( p, p; p − 1) OC sequence with ( p , p ; p − 1) OC sequence a times implicitly employed our framework. Similarly, the coprime constraint requiring in [19] can be removed under our framework.
(3) The (( p − 1) p a−1 , p a ; p) OC sequence set in Lemma 5 also can be generated by using the framework. It can be seen as the extension construction of ( p − 1, p; p) OC sequence set with ( p, p; p − 1) OC sequence set a − 1 times under our framework.
In the following, we will give some new OC sequence set by using the framework of extension construction in Section 3.
Let n be an integer with prime factor decomposition n = p e 1 1 · · · p e z z . By extending ( p i , p i ; p i − 1) OC set with ( p i , p i ; p i − 1) OC set e i − 1 times, and with ( p j , p j ; p j − 1) OC set e j times under our framework, 1 ≤ i = j ≤ r , we can obtain the following new OC sequence set. Lemma 6. Based on the above notations, there is an (n, n; lpf(n) − 1) OC sequence set C 1 .
The OC sequence set C 1 in Lemma 6 include Shaar's construction [20] and Ren's construction [19] as special cases.
q i , q i be the e i power of prime p i , 1 ≤ i ≤ r . By extending (q i − 1, q i ; q i ) OC set with (q j − 1, q j ; q j ) OC set r − 1 times under our framework, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r , we can obtain the following new OC sequence set. Lemma 7. Based on the above notations, there is a (μ, l; min{q i :
The OC sequence set C 2 in Lemma 7 include Shaar's construction [20] as a special case.
From Lemma 6 and Lemma 7, we can obtain new OC sequence set by combining OC sets C 1 with C 2 under our framework. 
The OC sequence set in Lemma 8 include Wang's construction [23] as a special case.
More OC sequence sets with different parameters can be used to obtain new FHS sets under our framework in Section III. Cao et al. [2] showed the connection of OC sequence sets with perfect Mendelsohn packings in combinatorial designs. We list some OC sequence sets reinvent to our construction in Table II . It is expected that there exist some more classes of OC sequence sets which are not listed there.
B. General Extension Construction by Using New OC Sequence Sets
Based on the proposed framework in Section 3, whenever there exist an optimal FHS set and OC sequence set, then there exist new FHS set. Our procedure of the general extension construction is described as follows.
Construction 3. General Extension Construction by using OC sequence sets.
Step 2: Choose an (n, l; m) OC sequence set E = {e j : 0 ≤ j ≤ m − 1} satisfy that m(X ) ≤ m.
Step 3: We can construct the desired FHS set S 3 = {s i : 0 ≤ i ≤ M −1} with M sequences of length n N over Z l ×F , as
where ω i (t 2 ) be a function with
, where ϕ f k is a injective function from k to Z * l for every
the set k is defined as Lemma 2. Theorem 4. The FHS set S 3 constructed by using (n, n; lpf(n)−1) OC sequence C 1 in Lemma 6 to Construction 3 is an optimal (n N, nv, λ; M) FHS set with n = p e 1 1 · · · p e z z if (nN M−nv)
N v . The result in Theorem 4 have been got by Chung et al. [4] and Xu et al. [25] with the constraint gcd(n, N) = 1. Bao and Ji [1] also obtained the FHS set with same parameters by combinational method and removed the co-prime constraint requiring. The proposed construction generalized previous constructions in [1] , [4] , [25] . Under our framework, we can explain the combination construction [1] without any knowledge on the theory of combination design. Theorem 5. The FHS set S 4 constructed by using (μ, l; min{q i : 1 ≤ i ≤ r }) OC sequence C 2 in Lemma 7 to Construction 3 is an optimal (μN, lv, λ; M) FHS set with In this way, Construction 3 can be applied to generate new FHS sets by the combining optimal FHS set and OC sequence set with flexible parameters. Some new optimal FHS sets obtained by Theorem 6 are listed in Table III . Since Construction 3 can be applied to any existing optimal FHSs and OC set, it is expected that there exist some more classes of optimal FHS sets which can be obtained from our construction, but are not listed there. Corollary 6. If r = 1, the FHS set S 5 is an (n(q 1 − 1)N, nq 1 v, λ; M) FHS set.
The result in Corollary 6 have been got by Chung et al. [4] and Xu et al. [25] with the constraint gcd(n, N) = 1, gcd((q 1 − 1), N) = gcd((q 1 − 1), n) = 1. The above result remove the constraint requiring that the expansion factor is coprime with the length of original FHSs. Our construction can include their constructions as special cases.
Construction 3 in the case of M = 1 leads to the construction of a new single FHS. Based on Construction 3, it is possible to obtain new optimal FHSs with respect to the Lempel-Greenberger bound. Assume that there exists an optimal (N, v, λ)-FHS x with respect to the Lempel-Greenberger bound, we can obtain the following new FHSs. Corollary 7. The FHSs constructed by using (n, n; lpf(n)−1) OC sequence C 1 in Lemma 6 to Construction 3 is an optimal (n N, nv, λ) FHSs with n = p e 1 1 · · · p e z z . Corollary 8. The FHSs constructed by using (μ, l; min{q i : 1 ≤ i ≤ r }) OC sequence C 2 in Lemma 7 to Construction 3 is an optimal (μN, lv, λ) FHSs with μ = 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present a framework of constructing optimal FHS sets based on the designated direct product, which increase the length and alphabet size of the original FHS set, but preserve its maximum Hamming correlation and family size. The framework generalize the previous extension constructions of optimal FHS sets which using either algebraic or combinational method. Under the framework, we obtain infinitely many new optimal FHS sets by combining new families of OC sequences that are newly constructed in this paper with some known optimal FHS sets. Compared with the previous extension methods in [1] , [4] , [25] , our construction get new and flexible parameters, as shown in Table I . As a result, we have a great flexibility of choosing parameters of FHS sets for a given frequency hopping spread spectrum system.
